Exhibitor Exclusive: Call for Mobile Session Presentations

DEADLINE TO SUBMIT: January 28, 2020
SUBMIT ONLINE: www.wef.org/CollectionSystems

Important Information: If accepted, the presenter(s) will need to work with the Conference Committee to develop presentation content and must abide by the set deadlines to provide materials and input. Presenter(s) agree to pay all expenses relating to contracting a booth on the exhibit floor as well as conference registration and travel.

Mobile Session Background Information

This will be the sixth annual mobile session held at the Collection Systems 2020 Conference in El Paso, Texas. Mobile Session Presentations are an alternative learning experience that brings attendees directly to exhibitor booths for topic-focused discussions that allow presenters to showcase products and services in technical and educational presentations combined with equipment or hands-on visuals. Any exhibitor may submit an abstract to participate. Presenters must be technically proficient to handle very challenging questions and adjust presentations to the interest of the participants.

What is a Mobile Session Presentation?
- Presentation held in exhibitor’s booth
- Non-PowerPoint learning opportunity
- Hands on experience between vendors, operators, and engineers

How does it work?
- Exhibitors will give three 25-minute presentations back-to-back over an 80-minute session
- Max 5 presentations from different exhibitors at a time during each of the three time slots
- Conference Committee Facilitators will help lead the discussion

What is the process?
- Submit proposal online by January 28th
- Include description of presentation
- All proposals will be reviewed by Specialty Conference Committee
- Committee will select presenters in February
- Work with committee members on final presentation

Types of Presentations
There are two types of mobile session opportunities:

Curated Technical Presentation
- Cannot be a sales pitch (presentations will be monitored for this)
- What does/doesn’t work for certain technologies
  (e.g. ideal application, size limitations, calculations, design life, tolerance of active infiltration, etc.)
- Should be a technology discussion
- Topics are selected by committee with vendor input

Emerging Topics and Technologies Commercial Presentation
- Should be a sales pitch to highlight new/innovative product/service
- Benefits to collection systems community
- Include Information on product or technology and its applications and why it is new/improved/better
- Topics are selected by vendor with committee input
- All claims will be challenged by attendees

Interested in Exhibiting at Collection Systems 2020?
Contact: Sarah Evans Moretti at smoretti@wef.org or 703 684 2466
2019 Mobile Session

Technical Presentations:
- How Acoustic Inspection Helps Utilities Develop a Proactive Collections Maintenance Program
- Starting Upstream: Utilizing the Collection System Bioreactor to Enhance WWTP Performance
- Non-Contact LaserFlow Area Velocity Flow Technology
- Wastewater Pumps with Integrated Intelligence - The Next Pump Industry Breakthrough

Emerging Technologies and Topics:
- A New Generation of Monitors Drives Informed, Actionable Decision Impacting Operations, Prioritizing CIP
- Get Smart: Real Time Decision Support Systems Significantly Reduce LTCP Expenditures
- The Future of Sewer Assessment
- Advanced Robotic Inspection: A Better View Inside Your Pipes

2018 Mobile Session

Technical Presentations:
- Utilizing Focused Electrode Leak Locating (FELL) to Certify CIPP Liner Watertightness
- Flow Monitoring Fundamentals -- an Overview of Technologies and Their Applications
- Trenchless, Mechanical Point Repair for Cost-Effective Rehabilitation
- O&M Considerations for Pressure Sewer Systems
- Geospray Geopolymer Mortar System for Structural Rehabilitation of Storm and Sewer Pipe Infrastructure

Emerging Technologies and Topics:
- FloWav Solutions Let You Monitor Top to Bottom - Learn How RADAR and The Raven Eye Can Help
- Transient Technology for Non-Invasive Pipe Condition Assessment
- Utilizing Acoustic Inspection to Prioritize Sewer Cleaning
- The Value of Manhole Inspection as Part of Regular Sewer Inspection
- Advanced Liquid Phase Odor Control and Monitoring

2017 Mobile Session

Technical Presentations:
- Force Main Condition Assessment Technologies
- Large Diameter Sewer Rehabilitation: No Bypass Required
- 3D Wireless Manhole Scanning: In-Pipe 2D Condition Assessment and 3D Mapping Technologies
- Pressure Sewer Systems for Sewer Removal